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Statement of Purpose, Innovation or Hypothesis:
Nonalcoholic fatty-liver disease (NAFLD) is an epidemic condition that may slowly advance to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). First described in 1980,
NASH may lead to the development of hepatocellular carcinoma and is expected to overtake all other
causes as the leading indication for liver transplant by
2020. Recent developments in the industry, including
the 2015 suggestion from the US Food & Drug Administration and American Association for the Study
of Liver Diseases that surrogate endpoints may be allowed to substitute for an outcomes trial have stimulated investment and innovation in the NAFLD/NASH
space. This has created an unmet need for clinical
trial participants with these conditions, but in whom
a pre-existing diagnosis is highly unlikely. As such, we
investigated the suitability of hyperuricemia as a costcontaining screening gateway to more conclusive eligibility determining procedures by correlating it to
positive findings o f h epatic s teatosis a nd fi brosis with
R
device. Elevated FibroScan results and
a FibroScan
uric acid levels are known to have independent relationships with fatty-liver disease, but to our knowledge,
these have never been correlated with each other. All
participants signed informed consent prior to any procedures being performed.
Description of Methods and Materials: The FibroScan device operates similar to an ultrasound and
is a rapid, non-invasive, painless test which can report
parameters estimating steatosis (controlled attenuation
parameter [CAP] [dB/m]) and fibrosis (E[kPa]). Participant profiles with complete data for FibroScan results
and uric acid level were selected. Based on evidence
in the literature, for the purposes of this investigation,
cutoff values for positive findings o f steatosis were defined at CAP scores 260 dB/m and elastographic measures of fibrosis >7 E[kPa] and (Pearson) correlated to
serum uric acid levels. In an alternate approach, selection for hyperuricemia  upper quartile of the normal
range (6.0 females, 7.4 males) and retrospectively
evaluated for the ability to predict that FibroScan CAP
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and elastography measures would meet the defined acceptable ranges.
Data and Results: 236 participants profiles with complete data sets were reviewed. Of those, 182 had CAP
scores 260 dB/m, while 70 had elastography scores
above >7 E[kPa]. Selecting first for F ibroScan scores
resulted in a very weak and statistically-insignificant
correlation to uric acid levels (CAP [dB/m] r = 0.07,
p>0.05; E[kPa] r = 0.05, p>0.05). However, selecting
instead for hyperuricemia  the upper quartile of the
normal range (6.0 females, 7.4 males) resulted in 54
participant profiles. 87% of these had CAP scores 260
dB/m and 22% had E[kPa] values >7.
Interpretation, Conclusion or Significance: The
causal or casual role of hyperuricemia relative to
the metabolic constellation of disorders including
NAFLD/NASH is controversial. It may, however,
prove to be an adequate selection tool for determining
which study participants to submit for more conclusive testing of steatosis and/or fibrosis eligibility
requirements. This may be especially valuable in the
absence of more sophisticated alternatives such as
FibroScan.
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Statement of Purpose, Innovation or Hypothesis:
Late-onset sepsis (LOS) remains a significant cause of
morbidity and mortality among hospitalized neonates,
particularly among preterm newborns. This study aims
to characterize patients with confirmed LOS and compare treatments and outcomes to those with unconfirmed by blood culture LOS.
Description of Methods and Materials: Electronic
health records were obtained from 876 neonates billed
with ICD9 code 771.81 (sepsis of newborn) admitted to the Univ of Utah Hosp between January 1,
2006 and September 30, 2015. Suspected sepsis cases
where the patients that had no positive blood culture between three and 28 days of birth and did not
have confirmed early-onset sepsis (positive blood culture within three days of birth) were considered as unconfirmed LOS. Cases when newborns had a first positive blood culture between three and 28 days of birth
were considered as confirmed LOS. Two positive cultures within 48 hrs were required for coagulase-negative
staphylococci (CoNS) cultures to be considered as

